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Abstract Due to the growth of electronic documents and the incessant increase of the power
and capacity of computers, we propose the use of Malay corpora to extract automatically
lexical information required by any Malay text processing system. That lexical information
can be used to update machine-readable Malay dictionaries and to help lexicographers in their
tasks of writing Malay dictionary.
1 Introduction
Large and rich lexicons are needed for all types of Natural Language Processing (NLP).
To obtain this kind of lexicon, a lot of lexical informations are needed. We propose the use of
Malay corpora to extract automatically lexical informations required by any Malay text
processing system. Those lexical informations can be used to update machine-readable Malay
dictionaries and to help lexicographers in their tasks of writing Malay dictionary.
Corpus-based approach for linguistic studies and language processing is not a new idea
as regards the number of available corpora and tools to perform text analysis. For example,
Unit Terjemahan Melalui Komputer (UTMK) has started to compile spoken and written
Malay corpora with a view to process Malay documents. It has also developed several tools
for Malay lexical analysis. In this paper, we take into consideration some lexical informations
that can be extracted from a Malay corpus and present tools available at UTMK.
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Before presenting the different programs we have used to extract Malay lexical
informations, we present first, in paragraph 2, our current Malay corpus and the method to
create the word list from this corpus. Then, in paragraph 3, we explain our approach to the
identification of loan words in Malay text. The Kamus DewanJ current form does not include
grammatical information. We have used a morphological analyser to deduce some verb
subcategorisation. This approach is developped in paragraph 4. A tool to segment words into
syllables is presented in paragraph 5 allowing the creation of a Malay syllable segmentation
dictionary.
2 Malay written corpus
2.1 Building the corpus
A corpus is a collection of a variety of written or spoken texts which are in machine-
readable form. Corpus data, as natural data and a representation of how a language is used,
are the sources of linguistic knowledge and also the material needed to test and evaluate some
NLP applications. A corpus can help to study a language by period (e.g. British National
Corpus, more than 100 million of words, is a corpus of modem English), by topic (e.g. 1989
Wall Street Journal, one million words, a portion of Penn Treebank, a corpus on business),
by author, etc. To build a dictionary, lexicographers can use corpora to discover and study
new words and their meanings.
The first step in corpus-based approach is the choice and the collection of different
types of documents representing a given language. In its task to process automatically Malay
language, UTMK has started to compile different types of Malay texts (Table 1). For the
moment, the corpus is saved in plain text format after being checked manually for any
spelling errors. The method for compiling and preparing Malay corpus is developped in
Ranaivo [1].
I The electronic format of Kamus Dewan is available on line at http:www.karyanet.com.my.
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Table 1: The current status ofUTMK's corpus
Number of files Types Year of publication Number of words
1904 Newspapers 2003 551974
11 Literary books 1975-1992 950398
9 Academic writings 1986-1999 586145
2 Users guide 1995-2000 166486
TOTAL = 2255003
2.2 Tokenisation and word list
Sproat [2] defined broadly the term 'lexical analysis' as "the determination of lexical
features for each of the individual words of a text". It means that the input of lexical analysis
is 'word'. The standard definition of written word is "a sequence of characters surrounded by
white space or punctuation".
For Malay language, the set of characters contains alphanumeric symbols and hyphen
which is a part of Malay words. Hyphen is used to join the elements of reduplicated words
(e.g. adik-beradik), to combine the prefix 'se-' and borrowed prefix with a word starting with
a capital letter (e.g. se-Malaysia, anti-Amerika), to combine the prefix 'ke-' and the suffix
'-an' with numeral (e.g. ke-2, 60-an), to combine an affix with foreign word (e.g. meng-
upgrade-kan), to combine word with pronoun for name of Allah (e.g. rahmat-Nya), and to
combine abbreviated capital letter with word (e.g. sinar-X). Once the character set is defined,
a computer program called 'tokeniseI" identifies each word token and a word list can be
established. The consequence of this method is the separation of the elements of compound
words. For example, ibu bapa will be treated as two words. Different techniques exist to
identify automatically phrases but as we have not started to explore the subject we are not
going to expand it in this paper.
3 Identification of loan words
Loan words are words adopted by the speakers of one language and coming from a
different language. Malay texts contain a few loan words that need to be recognised because
they do not follow Malay graphotactic patterns and morphographemic rules. In Ranaivo [3],
some rules have been proposed to allow the automatic identification of loan words which are
fully absorbed into the Malay language. The program does not make a full detection of it but
can help to identify automatically some obvious loan words.
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The etymological information can find its application in NLP to avoid using wrongly
some NLP tools such as spelling checker, stemmer, morphological analyser, machine
translation, etc. From the lexicography point of view, any serious and complete dictionary
should contain etymological information.
3.1 Identifying loan words from their spelling
The current Malay spelling system uses the 26 Roman alphabet characters [4, 5]. By
inverting the spelling adaptation of loan words in Malay, Ranaivo [3] gave a list of characters
and oftheir positions (Table 2) within words that can be used to identify loan words in Malay
texts. In this list, she kept only the characters and sequence of characters which are reliable
and the number of exceptions (native words containing those characters) does not go beyond
fifty words.
Table 2: Characters to identify Malay loan words
Position Initial Intermediate Final
One f, q, v, x, z
character 0, c,j, w, y
Sequence ae, kh, gh, sy, abs, auto, eks, ae ks, asma, ans, isme,
of heks, hetero, hiper, hipo, grafi, logi, oid
characters homo, inter, intra, proto, super
3.2 Identifying loan words from their morphological structure
Loan words that are not fully absorbed in Malay follow different morphographemic
rules when they are added with the prefixes me- and pe-, and the cirumfix pe-an (Table 3).
Table 3: Morphological rules for native and loan words
Native word Loan word
Starting with ASSIMILATION of INSERTION of
<k> < k > into < ng > <ng>
me- + kimpal > mengipal me- + kritik > mengkritik
pe- + kimpal > pengimpal pe- + kritik > pengkritik
pe-an + kimpal > pengimpalan
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<p> < P > into < m > <m>
me- + pacu > memacu me- + proses> memproses
pe- + pacu > pemacu pe- + proses> pemproses
pe-an + proses> pemprosesan
<s> < s > into < ny > <n>
me- + sabung > menyabung me- + sabota} > mensabota}
pe- + sabung > penyabung pe- + sabota} > pensabota}
pe-an + sabung > penyabungan
<t> < t> into < n > <n>
me- + tabuh > menabuh me- + tradisi > mentradisi
pe- + tabuh > penabuh pe-an + tradisi > pentradisian
If the assimilation seems to be the rule for native words, the insertion of a nasal is
regular for loan words. Thus a nasal is inserted between the prefixes me- and pe-, and the
cirumfix pe-an when the base starts with one of this character: f, v, q, x, or z (Table 4). A
nasal is also inserted between a sequence of prefixes. For example, the affixed word
mempengerusikan is the result of: "me + pe + kerusi + kan", where "me + pe" is the sequence
of two prefixes.
Table 4: Morphological rules for loan words
Loan word
Stal1ing with INSERTION of
<m>
< f> me- + fotostat > mengfotostat
<v> me- + veto> memveto
<ng>
<q> me- + qada > mengqada
<x> me- + x-ray> mengx-ray
<n>
<z> me- + zeroks > menzeroks
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4 Morphological family and POS tagging
Malay has different morphological processes to generate new words from a simple or
complex base. One of these processes is affixation, a process in which an affix is added to the
base. Ranaivo [6, 7] has developped a morphological analyser that can identify, segment, and
interpret Malay affixed words.
The word list extracted from the corpus has been corrected semi-automatically and loan
words, proper names and abbreviations have been removed from the list. We create a simple
Perl program to regroup words that contain the same substring and then apply the
morphological analyser to eliminate words that have no morphological relation with the entry.
Examples of this regrouping, are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Examples of morphological families
Words containing the substring ...
kerusi berkerusi, dipengerusikan. dipengerusikannya. mempengerusi,
mempengerusikan, pengerusi, pengerusikan. pengerusinya
tunjuk ditun;ukkan. pertunjukan, petunjuk, tun;ukkan
When we search inside Kamus Dewan dictionary, we find that in column two underlined
words are not listed under the two lexical entries kerusi and tunjuk. This is another illustration
of how working on real text can help lexicographers to update the contents of the dictionary.
The regrouping of words that form a morphological family can provide information about
the grammatical category of some affixed words. Ifthe morphological family contains the two
prefixed forms with « me- » and « di- », the two words are transivite verbs, the first one is the
active form and the second one the passive form. Thus, from the example in Table 5, a
computer program can deduce that mempengerusikan is an «active transitive verb» and
dipengerusikan is a «passive transitive verb».
5 Syllable segmentation for hyphenation
It is not really usual to find the syllable segmentation of each lexical entry in a traditional
dictionary but this kind of information is very useful for the automatic hyphenation of words.
Sometimes, we need to insert an hyphen within a word placed at the end of the line to
improve the justification of the text. The main problem is to determine the correct position of
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the hyphen inside the word. From our point of view, a syllable segmentation of each lexical
entry can help the machine to place the line-breaking hyphen correctly.
A syllable parser is a computer program that takes an input word and cut it into segments
called syllables. Syllabification is language-dependent: each language has its own structure of
syllables. In Ranaivo [8], an algorithm for segmenting Malay words into syllables is
presented. The algorithm has been elaborated so that any word in any Malay text can be
segmented. This means that foreign and loan words are cut together with Malay words
according to specific rules.
Malay language has borrowed many words from other languages or local dialects:
English, Chinese, Arabic, Indian languages, Minangkabau, etc. Most of the time, these
borrowed words do not follow Malay spelling rules. This means that the algorithm for
segmenting words in Malay texts must have two types of syllabification rules: one for native
words and one for borrowed words.
As we deal with written words, Malay syllabification rules have been established based
on the alphabet used to write Malay words, that is Roman alphabet, and the orthographic
shape of syllable. A syllable is a unit of speech that consists of a vocalic center (nucleus)
surrounded by a consonantal onset and a consonantal coda, one or both of which may be
empty. If C stands for Consonant, and V for Vowel, the structure of Malay syllable is
[C]V[C], where the two 'C's are optional (indicated by square bracket). The consonant C can
be represented by one, two, or three characters. The vowel V can be represented by one or
two characters. Table 6 shows the different forms of C and V. The sign * before the
character(s) indicates that the sequence is found only in borrowed words.
Table 6 Surface forms of C and V
1 character 2 character 3 characters
Consonants b, c, d, f, g, h, j, dh, gh, kh, ng, ny,
k, I, m, n, p, q, r, sy, th *skl, *skr,
s, t, v, w, x, y, z *bl, *dr, *£1, *fr, *spr, *str
*ns, ...
Vowels a, e, i, 0, u ai, au, oi
ei, eu, ie, ua 1<'
k
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The output of this syllable segmentation program is a dictionary in which each entry is
followed by its abstract and surface segmentations. Below are some examples extracted from
the Malay syllable dictionary.
aba, v.ev, a.ba
aba-aba, v.ev-v.ev, a.ba-a.ba
abad, v.eve, a.bad
ekabahasa, v.ev.ev.ev.ev, e.ka.ba.ha.sa
ekafungsi, v.eV.eVN.eV, e.ka.fung.si
ekakata, v.ev.ev.ev, e.ka.ka.ta
kemelayuan, eV.ev.ev.ev.ve, ke.me.la.yu.an
kemelesetan, eV.ev.ev.ev.eve, ke.me.le.se.tan
menari-nari, eV.ev.ev-ev.ev, me.na.ri-na.ri
menarik, eV.ev.cvc, me.na.rik
menarikan, CV.CV.CV.CVC, me.na.ri.kan
zuhrat, cvc.evc, zuh.rat
zuhur, eV.cve, zu.hur
zulmat, cvc.evc, zul.mat
zuriat, eV.ev.ve, zu.ri.at
6 Conclusion
We have shown in this paper different possibilities that can help to extract or to deduce
from Malay written texts some lexical informations. From a collection of Malay texts, we
have established the word list, and then two computer programs have been applied to extract
from this list, loan words, verbs whether active, passive, or transitive. A third program, a
syllable segmenter has been built to create a Malay syllable dictionary in which the entries are
the compilation of the corpus word list and the Kamus Dewan entries.
The next step in our research is the creation (or adaptation) of linguistic tools that can be
used to explore Malay corpora. Our objective is to achieve the Malay pas tagging [9].
We conclude this paper by suggesting the idea of building the first large Malay corpus
which would represent spoken and written Malay language, a corpus being an essential
linguistic resource and a great help for any lexicographic task.
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